Driving context and visual-manual phone tasks influence glance behavior in naturalistic driving
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ABSTRACT

Naturalistic driving studies show that drivers engaged in complex visual-manual tasks face an increased risk of a crash or near-crash. Tasks that require many glances and a high proportion of long glances away from the road are of special concern for safety. Driving context (e.g. turning maneuvers, presence of lead or oncoming vehicles, vehicle speed) may also influence drivers' glance behavior during normal driving, since the drivers may have to estimate curvature and anticipate potential threats (e.g., lead vehicle braking). However, the effect of driving context on glance behavior during visual-manual tasks has not yet been thoroughly investigated in naturalistic driving. The extent to which drivers adapt their glance behavior to changes in the road environment during secondary tasks is likely to influence their ability to compensate for and respond to changes in the road environment. The present study investigated for the first time the effect of both driving context and visual-manual phone tasks (i.e., dialing, texting, reading) on drivers' glance behavior in naturalistic driving.

This study shows that drivers indeed spend more time looking at the road and have a lower proportion of long off-road glances in complex driving contexts such as when turning and when lead or oncoming vehicles are present, both in normal driving and while engaged in a visual-manual phone task. In particular, these findings are more pronounced during turning maneuvers and in the presence of oncoming vehicles than in the presence of lead vehicles. Interestingly, driving speed influenced off-road glance durations during the phone tasks, but not during normal driving.

The results from this study highlight the need to take driving context into account when evaluating the influence of different secondary tasks, in-vehicle user interfaces and glance metrics on driving safety, including the risk of crash involvement. The finding that glance behavior is context-dependent in a naturalistic setting has further implications for distraction detection algorithms, driver support systems, and driver training. Finally, driving contexts should be matched when comparing glance behavior, while driving with and without secondary tasks.

© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).

1. Introduction

Driving is a complex task that relies heavily on visual information (Sivak, 1998). Looking away from the road at the wrong time can therefore have severe consequences. Driver distraction has been acknowledged as one of the leading causes of...
crashes (Craft & Preslopy, 2009; Dingus et al., 2006; Stutts, Reinfurt, Staplin, & Rodgman, 2001; Wang, Knipling, & Goodman, 1996). The present study examines how different driving contexts and visual-manual phone tasks influence the drivers’ glance behavior in naturalistic driving.

1.1. Driver visual behavior in different driving contexts

Drivers constantly direct their gaze to different areas to obtain detailed information from the traffic environment. When and where drivers look is driven by expectations and experience with similar situations (top-down mechanism), as well as stimulus properties of an object such as movement, luminance, size, color and contrast (bottom-up mechanism) (Engström, Victor, & Markkula, 2013; Räsänen & Summala, 2000; Summala & Räsänen, 2000). In dynamic everyday tasks such making a sandwich or driving, fixations precede actions (Land, 2006; Land & Hayhoe, 2001; Land & Lee, 1994). For instance, drivers typically make look-ahead fixations to curves 1–2 s before entering the curve (Land & Lee, 1994).

Experienced drivers regularly fixate the road far ahead to control direction (Land, 2006), using their peripheral vision to control the lateral position of the vehicle (Land & Horwood, 1995; Mourant & Rockwell, 1970; Summala, Nieminen, & Punto, 1996). In on-road studies, drivers regularly fixate different areas of a curve to estimate curvature, control steering, and anticipate potential threats such as oncoming vehicles (Land & Lee, 1994; Lappi, Lehtonen, Pekkanen, & Itkonen, 2013; Lehtonen, Lappi, & Summala, 2012). Using the voluntary occlusion technique in a driving simulator, Tsimhoni and Green (1999) found that visual demand (as a proportion of viewing time) increases linearly as a function of increasing curvature (i.e. 1/radius).

Atting to other road users is also a crucial task for driving safely, in order to be able to respond to a lead vehicle braking or a pedestrian crossing, for instance. On-road studies have demonstrated that drivers look at the lead vehicle most of the time in car-following (Olson, Battle, & Aoki, 1989), and that drivers have long fixations to oncoming vehicles on rural roads (Serafin, 1994). Tijerina, Barickman, and Mazzae’s (2004) on-road study of car-following found that drivers’ glance behavior was not sensitive to speed or range, but the drivers tended to look away only when the optical expansion rate (and range rate) was very close to zero. Tijerina et al. (2004) compared their results to an earlier study by Rockwell (1988), and suggested that drivers’ glance behavior is more cautious when a lead vehicle is present. Salvucci (2006) defined two constraints in a model of longitudinal control in car-following: keeping steady time headway and approximating desired time headway to the lead vehicle.

1.2. Driver visual behavior during visual-manual secondary tasks

Drivers use a time-sharing strategy when engaged in a visual-manual task where the gaze is constantly shifted between the secondary task and the driving scene for short intervals of time. Wierwille (1993a, 1993b) describes a model of visual time-sharing that suggests drivers perceive off-road glances that are shorter than one second as unproblematic, while they avoid off-road glances longer than 1.5 s. Several researchers have proposed that the driver gradually becomes less aware of the traffic environment over time as the secondary task continues (Landsdown, 2001; Zwahlen, Adams, & De Bald, 1988). This decreased awareness will only be partially improved during the short on-road glances that are common during visual time-sharing. Following this line of reasoning, long tasks would be more detrimental to awareness of the traffic environment than short tasks, even if the information can be chunked into a series of short off-road glances. Previous studies have found that different in-vehicle tasks vary somewhat for mean off-road glance duration, and considerably for the number of glances away from the road and the total glance time required to complete the task (Dingus, Hulse, Antin, & Wierwille, 1989; Wierwille, 1993b).

Both driving simulator studies and on-road experiments have shown that driving context also influences drivers’ glance behavior during visual-manual tasks. Driving in a curve during a visual-manual task is associated with shorter off-road glances and a higher percentage of time looking at the road compared to driving on a straight road (Tsimhoni & Green, 2001; Victor, Harbluk, & Engström, 2005). Wierwille (1993a, 1993b) has shown that drivers’ glance behavior is sensitive to traffic density and crosswind disturbance in experiments, but it is not understood how the presence of other vehicles influences drivers’ glance behavior during visual-manual tasks in naturalistic driving. An increased understanding of this topic would improve the ability to detect and evaluate driver distraction in various driving contexts in real world driving, and more generally would also inform countermeasure development.

1.3. The safety relevance of different glance metrics

Mobile phone use is the most debated and studied form of driver distraction. Although talking on the phone seems to have no effect on crash risk, visual-manual phone tasks, such as dialing or texting, significantly increase crash and near-crash risk (Fitch et al., 2013; Hickman & Hanowski, 2012; Klauer, Dingus, Neale, Sudweeks, & Ramsey, 2006; Klauer et al., 2014; Olson, Hanowski, Hickman, & Bocanegra, 2009). In general, naturalistic driving studies have found that both complex visual-manual tasks and looking away from the road for more than two seconds (from one or more glances) in a six-second window increase crash and near-crash risk (Klauer et al., 2006; Olson et al., 2009). Liang, Lee, and Yekshhatyan (2012) further analyzed the 100-car data in order to evaluate how well different algorithms could predict crash risk. They found that single off-road glance duration is a more powerful predictor of crash risk than glance history or glance location. Total glance time is
commonly used to measure total visual demand from secondary tasks (Dingus et al., 1989; Lansdown, 2001), but it is currently unknown to what extent it is related to crash risk.

Several design guidelines, test methods, and glance metrics have been proposed to evaluate the potentially distracting effect of in-vehicle user interfaces or secondary tasks (Green, 2008; NHTSA, 2013). In March 2013, NHTSA released their design guideline for in-vehicle user interfaces (NHTSA, 2013). The test method involves subjects driving on a 4-lane undivided road with a 50 mph speed limit in a car-following scenario on a straight road segment. Evaluation metrics include total glance time, mean glance duration, and the percentage of off-road glances that exceed 2 s.

In summary, the current literature indicates that long off-road glances as well as the percentage of time looking at the road are both relevant for traffic safety. Drivers need to spend more time looking at the road when driving in curves and when other vehicles are present in order to control steering and anticipate potential threats (e.g., lead vehicle braking). The understanding of how different driving contexts influence drivers’ glance behavior in naturalistic driving is, however, limited. Drivers’ ability to adapt their glance behavior to changes in the road environment during visual-manual tasks may also influence their ability to respond to potential hazards. Context-dependent glance behavior may therefore be relevant when estimating crash risk, developing driver support systems, and evaluating in-vehicle user interfaces.

1.4. Objective

The objective of this study is to investigate how different driving contexts and visual-manual phone tasks influence drivers’ glance behavior in naturalistic driving. Specifically, the following research questions were formulated: How is glance behavior influenced by: (1) phone task engagement? (2) different phone tasks (i.e., dialing, texting or reading)?, and (3) different driving contexts (i.e. turning maneuvers, the presence of lead or oncoming vehicles, car speed and weather conditions)? The influence of context is considered both in normal driving and while the driver is engaged in a visual-manual phone task.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. The Swedish EuroFOT database for passenger cars

This study analyzed data collected in the EuroFOT project, which included naturalistic data from 100 Volvo cars driven in real traffic for one year. Driving data were recorded continuously at 10 Hz from engine ignition to engine stop, and included signals from cameras (forward road view, rearward road view, driver view), on-board sensors, and the CAN-bus. In total, approximately 1.0 million km were recorded and stored in the database, comprising 198 drivers (\(M = 45.3\) years, \(SD = 10.8\) years, 57% male, 43% female). See Sanchez et al. (2012) on Swedish VMC and passenger cars for more details on the collected data, including driver demographics.

2.2. Selection of whole trips and preliminary coding

A 5-week period during late spring 2010 was targeted for analysis, consisting of approximately 6000 trips. This period was selected because no driver support systems were activated and it did not include the summer holiday period. Three analysts viewed video-recordings of whole trips to identify any phone tasks (i.e., dialing, texting or reading). The trips were randomized from the database, and the coding work continued until the end of a pre-defined work period. Trips which were extremely short, were missing forward or driver video, or did not entail driving (e.g., car wash, ferry) were excluded. Only phone tasks that lasted for at least three seconds were included. In total, 366 trips were viewed and 49 of these trips contained at least one dialing, texting and/or reading task. The analysts made a preliminary coding of the variable Phone-related sequence (further described in Section 2.3) whenever they identified sequences containing dialing, texting or reading on a phone.

2.3. Selection, classification and coding of phone-related sequences

For each visual-manual phone task, a phone-related sequence was selected. Each sequence included 30 s of driving before the phone task, one phone task, and (in some cases) intervals during which the task was momentarily suspended. The variable Phone-related sequence was coded as a time series, and it contained the mutually exclusive categories: Baseline, Dialing, Texting, Reading, Texting or Reading, and Suspend. Most of the driving time was not captured by these categories and was consequently not included in further coding or analysis.

The 30 s driving period immediately before each phone task was categorized as Baseline. Searching for and picking up the phone was included in the baseline, since it was considered a different type of secondary task (i.e., reaching for/picking up object) rather than dialing, texting or reading. The baseline period was shorter than 30 s if the driver initiated the phone task shortly after another phone activity, or shortly after the recording of the trip started. Consequently, the baseline sequences consisted mostly of attentive driving, and occasionally included various secondary tasks (excluding the specifically coded visual-manual phone tasks or simply talking on the phone). The baseline sequences were considered representative of
normal driving without any phone tasks, and were matched to the phone tasks which immediately followed, with respect to driving context (e.g., road type, lead vehicles).

A phone task involved dialing a phone number, writing and sending a text message or reading something on the phone. The phone tasks were categorized as either Dialing, Texting, Reading, or Texting or Reading. The distinction between phone tasks was based on the interaction with the phone buttons and the activities that followed after the phone interaction (e.g., holding phone to ear, waiting, talking, putting the phone away). The Texting or Reading category was used only when a task could not be defined as consisting solely of texting or of reading, either because (1) it was not possible to see if the driver interacted with the phone buttons while reading the phone screen, or (2) the driver was using the phone for reading and texting without a pause between the two tasks (which was then considered as one task). A phone task started at the beginning of the first off-road glance directly related to the task (ISO, 2002), and stopped at the end of the last off-road glance related to the task.

During a phone task, whenever the driver paused for at least three seconds or put the phone away, the task was categorized as Suspend. These periods of suspension were not included in the analysis, since the drivers clearly put the phone task on hold to attend to the driving task more closely.

2.4. Detailed coding performed for phone-related sequences

One person performed all the detailed video coding for the phone-related sequences using an updated version of FOTware (Dozza, Moeschlin, & Léon-Cano, 2010), a tool for the analysis of naturalistic driving data. Each sequence was coded according to these variables: Eyes on road, Turning, Road type, Lead vehicle present, Oncoming vehicle present, and Weather conditions. These variables, further described below, contain mutually exclusive categories. The sequences were coded as time series with 10 Hz resolution. A total of about 1 h and 30 min of driving was coded.

Eyes on road was defined as a binary variable categorized as On road or Off road. It was not coded if a clear view of the driver’s eyes was missing (e.g., dark sunglasses). Glances were considered On road if the driver was looking at the road ahead, at intersecting roads, or at other road users relevant for the traffic situation, including looking in rear or side view mirrors. The rationale for coding glances at the mirrors as On road was that they were highly related to the driving task, since the driver was watching the road and checking for other vehicles when preparing to change lanes or overtake another vehicle. This behavior is also associated with a clearly reduced crash risk (Klauser et al., 2006). However, when a glance at a mirror was not related to the driving task (e.g., applying make-up), it was considered to be eyes Off road. The start and end of each glance was defined according to ISO (2002).

The variable Turning was defined as a binary variable categorized as Yes or No to indicate whether the driver was turning or not. The turning category included turning at intersections or in curves with a radius less than 1000 m. Four data sources were combined to estimate curve radius as well as the points in time when entering and exiting the curve. These sources were forward video, yaw rate (estimating radius according to Eq. (1)), maps1 and GPS.

\[
R_{\text{CURVE}} = \frac{V_{\text{CAR}}}{(\omega + \pi/180)}
\]

(1)

In Eq. (1), \(\omega\) is the yaw rate in degrees/s, \(V_{\text{CAR}}\) is the car velocity in m/s and \(R_{\text{CURVE}}\) is the estimated curve radius in meters.

The variable Road type was categorized as Motorway/Highway, Rural, City and Other. Roads where the posted speed limit was above 50 km/h were categorized as Motorway/Highway if there was a median barrier present, and as Rural if there was no median barrier. Roads where the posted speed was 50 km/h or lower were categorized as City. Parking areas, driveways and constructions zones were categorized as Other, independent of posted speed limit. This variable was specifically coded to identify rural roads without a median barrier when analyzing the presence of oncoming vehicles.

Lead vehicle present was coded by using a combination of the forward camera view and the distance to the vehicle ahead from the forward radar. The variable was coded as Yes if a vehicle ahead was within 150 m and traveling in the same lane as the subject vehicle, and otherwise coded as No.

Oncoming vehicle present was coded as Yes if a vehicle was visible in the front view camera and less than three seconds away from passing the subject car. Oncoming vehicles were not considered a relevant threat when a median barrier was present, so these were coded as No.

Weather conditions were coded as Rain, Snow, Fog or Clear using the forward view camera. The categories Rain and Snow were coded when there was precipitation, and Fog was coded anytime fog reduced visibility. All other cases were coded as Clear. Light conditions were not considered in this study, since the vast majority (more than 95%) of the phone tasks were performed in daylight.

2.5. Analysis

All parts of the phone-related sequences where the subject car was standing still (speed < 0.1 km/h) were filtered out after the coding and prior to the analysis, since the drivers’ glance behavior was expected to be different when the drivers performed a phone task while the car was at a standstill.

Different driving contexts (e.g., turning, lead vehicle presence) and phone task engagement were investigated by plotting the cumulative percent distributions of off-road glance durations. This provided a preliminary descriptive analysis about how different driving contexts influenced the shape of the glance distributions during phone task engagement.

Off-road glance frequency distributions for different glance durations and cumulative off-road glance durations were also plotted for the different phone tasks, so as not to overlook the influence of total glance time. The corresponding baseline data

Fig. 1. Cumulative (a–h) and percent (a) frequency distributions of off-road glance duration in baseline driving and while drivers are engaged in a phone task: (a) all baseline driving vs. phone task operation, (b) different phone tasks, (c) turning or not turning, (d) lead vehicle present or not, (e) oncoming vehicle present or not, (f) weather conditions, (g) vehicle speed in baseline and (h) vehicle speed while drivers are engaged in a phone task. Note that standstill is included for comparison in figures (g) and (h), while standstill is not included in the analysis.

Different driving contexts (e.g., turning, lead vehicle presence) and phone task engagement were investigated by plotting the cumulative percent distributions of off-road glance durations. This provided a preliminary descriptive analysis about how different driving contexts influenced the shape of the glance distributions during phone task engagement.
were plotted for comparison, where the baseline data were scaled to correspond to the mean duration of the phone tasks. In Fig. 2a, for instance, the glance frequencies and cumulative glance time from the baseline segments were scaled with a factor equal to the mean total task time for the dialing tasks divided by the mean duration of the baseline segments.

The following glance metrics were defined: Percentage of time that the driver spent looking at the road (%EONR), maximum off-road glance duration (MaxGD), percentage of off-road glances that were equal or longer than 2.0 s (%GD ≥ 2s), the number of off-road glances or glance frequency (GF), and total glance time (TGT). TGT is the sum of all off-road glance durations during each phone task and is only considered for complete phone tasks. %EONR was computed for all segments (e.g., a curve segment in baseline) prepared for statistical comparisons, further described below. MaxGD, %GD ≥ 2s and GF were computed for segments that included off-road glances. Here, GF is defined as the total number of glances within each analysis segment. Further, a segment was included in the analysis only if the duration was at least three seconds. Baseline segments were shorter than three seconds if they occurred at the very beginning of the trip recording, or the driver initiated a phone task less than three seconds after ending a previous phone call or visual-manual phone task.

Both the original metrics and their LOG10 transformations failed to meet the assumptions of normality and homogeneity of variance for all comparisons, described below. Non-parametric tests were therefore performed for all comparisons.

Different statistical tests were performed, depending on whether the context generally remained the same during a whole sequence (e.g. lead vehicle presence) or changed several times during a sequence (e.g. oncoming vehicle presence). Using the defined glance metrics, the following statistical comparisons were performed to verify the effects of phone tasks and driving contexts on glance behavior:

![Fig. 2. Distribution of mean glance frequency (GF) on the primary y-axis, and the cumulative glance time (GT) on the secondary y-axis for different off-road glance durations on the x-axis. The blue bullets show mean glance frequency per task for all dialing (a), texting (b) and reading (c) tasks. The cumulative glance time is plotted as blue solid lines and corresponds to cumulative value of GF multiplied with glance duration. The baseline segments are scaled to correspond to the same mean task duration as the phone task in a–c respectively and are shown in light green. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image-url)
3. Results

In the 366 analyzed trips, visual-manual phone tasks were performed while driving in 49 of them, for a total of 109 tasks: 68 were coded as Dialing, 12 as Texting, 28 as Reading. One task was coded as Texting or Reading since it was impossible to see if the driver interacted with the phone buttons. All the phone tasks were performed using a hand-held phone, except for 3 dialing tasks in which the driver used the integrated phone keys in the center console. When considering total task duration, dialing sequences (Mdn = 10.4 s, M = 13.4 s, SD = 8.7 s) were similar to reading ones (Mdn = 11.2 s, M = 18.3 s, SD = 16.6 s), while texting sequences were longer (Mdn = 42.2 s, M = 55.2 s, SD = 39.1 s). Only 91 of the 109 baseline segments were available for analysis, because the others were shorter than three seconds.

3.1. Effect of phone task on glance behavior

Glance behavior was significantly different when the driver was also engaged in a phone task compared to baseline driving, for all evaluated glance metrics (Table 1). Off-road glances were clearly shifted toward longer glance durations while the driver was engaged in a phone task (Fig. 1a), indicating that drivers exhibited longer glances (significantly larger MaxGD, and %GD ≥ 2s; Table 1) and spent more time looking away from the road (significantly smaller %EONR; Table 1) when engaged in a phone task.

3.2. Effect of different phone tasks on glance behavior

Glance behavior varied for dialing, texting, and reading. The shape of the off-road glance distributions mainly differed among the phone tasks for glance durations longer than 1.5 s (Fig. 1b). In fact, there was a statistically significant difference between the three phone tasks when considering long glances (MaxGD and %GD ≥ 2s) (Table 1). Post-hoc tests revealed that texting had significantly more long glances (MaxGD, %GD ≥ 2s) than reading, and %GD ≥ 2s was also significantly higher for dialing than reading (Table 1). The phone tasks also exhibited a significant difference in the total number of glances (GF) and total glance time (TGT; Table 1). Texting had significantly higher GF and TGT than both dialing and reading (Table 1). The differences in TGT for the three phone tasks are shown in Fig. 2a–c, where the highest value of the cumulative glance time distribution corresponds to mean TGT. The baseline segments have shorter total glance times than the phone tasks, when scaled to the same mean duration as each phone task (Fig. 2a–c). In average, %EONR was largest for texting and smallest for dialing, although not statistically significant across tasks (Table 1).

3.3. Effect of turning at intersections or in curves on glance behavior

In general, drivers spent more time looking at the road while turning compared to not turning, both at baseline and while they were engaged in a phone task. In fact, %EONR was significantly larger when turning than when not turning in baseline driving (Table 2). The off-road glance distributions are shifted toward shorter glances when turning, although the difference is less pronounced in baseline driving than during the phone tasks (Fig. 1c). While the driver was engaged

---

**Table 1:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Mean Duration (s)</th>
<th>SD (s)</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>TGT (s)</th>
<th>%EONR</th>
<th>%GD ≥ 2s</th>
<th>MaxGD (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dialing</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texting</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 2:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Mean Duration (s)</th>
<th>SD (s)</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>TGT (s)</th>
<th>%EONR</th>
<th>%GD ≥ 2s</th>
<th>MaxGD (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dialing</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texting</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Note:**

- Dialing, Texting, and Reading were compared within the same phone-related sequence using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
- The differences between Dialing, Texting, and Reading were investigated using the Kruskal–Wallis test. The Mann Whitney U post hoc test verified the individual differences between phone tasks whenever the Kruskal–Wallis test was statistically significant (p < 0.05).
- Turning at intersections or in curves was compared to not turning, in Baseline and in the phone task conditions. The Mann Whitney U test was used to compare different phone-related sequences.
- Lead vehicle present was compared to not present, in Baseline and in the phone task conditions using the Mann Whitney U test.
- Oncoming vehicle present was compared to not present on rural roads, in Baseline and in the phone task conditions using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
- Clear weather conditions were compared to Rain, in Baseline and in the phone task conditions using the Mann Whitney U test.

The calculated p-values were corrected for multiple tests using the Benjamin and Hochberg false discovery rate (FDR) (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) and were reported as p_c. In addition to the post hoc tests, a total of 26 other statistical tests, which addressed the different metrics and contexts, were included in the FDR corrections. The p-values for the post hoc tests were corrected with the FDR-factor for the Kruskal–Wallis test, and with Bonferroni corrections for the three types of phone tasks.

An additional analysis was performed to investigate the relation between vehicle speed and driver glance behavior. Spearman’s correlation coefficient (r_s) was computed for mean speed and all glance metrics for both the baseline and phone tasks.
in a phone task, MaxGD was significantly shorter when turning than when not turning (Table 2). It is worth noting that sequences with off-road glance durations longer than 2 s during turns were quite rare in baseline driving, while more common during the phone tasks.
3.4. Effect of lead vehicle presence

The off-road glance frequency distribution was shifted toward shorter glance durations when a lead vehicle was present, both at baseline and while the driver was engaged in a phone task (Fig. 1d). During baseline driving, %GD ≥ 2s was significantly lower when a lead vehicle was present (Table 2). On the other hand, lead vehicle presence did not yield statistically significant differences for any of the other glance metrics either in baseline driving or while the driver was engaged in a phone task (Table 2).

3.5. Effect of oncoming vehicle on rural roads

On rural roads, drivers generally spent more time looking at the road if an oncoming vehicle was present. In fact, %EONR was significantly larger when an oncoming vehicle was present both at baseline and while the driver was engaged in a phone task (Table 2). The glance frequency distribution in Fig. 1e is clearly shifted toward shorter durations when an oncoming vehicle is present, and this is more pronounced while the driver is engaged in a phone task than for baseline driving. In fact, during a phone task, the presence of an oncoming vehicle made a significant difference in MaxGD and %GD ≥ 2s (Table 2). The glance frequency distribution during a phone task when oncoming vehicles are present is quite similar to the glance distribution at baseline when no oncoming vehicles are present, as shown in Fig. 1e.

3.6. Effect of weather conditions on glance behavior

More than 80% of the analyzed data consisted of trips made in clear weather conditions, and it was raining in the remaining cases. Drivers exhibited shorter glance durations while driving in the rain compared to clear weather conditions (Fig. 1f), both during baseline driving and while they were engaged in a phone task. There were, however, not enough data to show statistically significant differences for any other glance metrics for different weather conditions.

3.7. Effect of subject car speed on glance behavior

There was no clear influence of speed on the drivers' visual behavior during baseline driving, as shown in Fig. 1g, where the cumulative off-road glance frequency distributions for different speed intervals overlap. The glance metrics were not significantly correlated with speed during baseline driving (Table 3). On the other hand, the drivers' glance behavior was sensitive to speed when they were engaged in a phone task, particularly in speeds below 20 km/h, while the glance distributions in speed intervals above 20 km/h are more uniform (Fig. 1h). In fact, mean speed was significantly correlated with MaxGD and %GD ≥ 2s when drivers were engaged in a phone task (Table 3).

4. Discussion

This study demonstrated and quantified the influence of driving context (e.g., turning maneuvers, presence of other vehicles, vehicle speed) and visual-manual phone tasks (i.e., dialing, reading or texting) on drivers' glance behavior in naturalistic driving.

4.1. Effect of driving context

Drivers adapted their glance behavior to the driving context, both during baseline driving and while engaged in a visual-manual phone task. In general, drivers spent more time looking at the road and had shorter off-road glances when turning.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glance metrics for different subject car speed intervals.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL &amp; 0.1–19.9 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL &amp; 20–39.9 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL &amp; 40–69.9 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL &amp; ≥ 70 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation with mean speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT &amp; 0.1–19.9 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT &amp; 20–39.9 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT &amp; 40–69.9 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT &amp; ≥ 70 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation with mean speed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BL = Baseline, PT = Phone Task, NEONR = Total number of segments, NGD = Number of segments with off-road glances.
%EONR = % of time with eyes on road, MaxGD = Maximum glance duration, %GD ≥ 2s = % of glances ≥ 2 s, GF = Glance frequency, TGT = Total glance time.
Bold font indicates statistically significant differences.
when a lead vehicle was present, or when oncoming vehicles were present. These results are consistent with previous on-road and simulator experiments, which reported that drivers adapted their glance behavior to driving task demand (Wierwille, 1993a, 1993b). As a consequence, the same secondary task may need to satisfy more stringent requirements to be safely performed in a curve rather than on a straight road.

While turning, %EONR was significantly higher during baseline driving, and MaxGD significantly lower during the phone tasks. This behavior is probably driven by the higher visual demand while turning, and suggests that the driver anticipates potential hazards such as oncoming vehicles (Land & Lee, 1994; Lehtonen et al., 2012). The results are in line with previous simulator studies demonstrating that drivers' glance behavior is influenced by road curvature during visual-manual tasks (Tsimhoni & Green, 2001; Victor et al., 2005).

Drivers have slightly shorter glances and focus more on the road when a lead vehicle is present, both in baseline driving and during visual-manual phone tasks. Lead vehicle presence had less influence on drivers' glance behavior than turning maneuvers and oncoming vehicles. A possible explanation may be that drivers are more attentive to situations that constantly change (i.e., oncoming vehicles) than to steady-state driving situations, such as car-following when traffic flows freely for a long time. This interpretation is supported by on-road experiments and car-following models suggesting that driving demand and glance behavior are mainly influenced by changes in headway to the lead vehicle (Salvucci, 2006; Tijerina et al., 2004). Hence, maintaining constant headway in a monotonous situation at a fairly constant speed may give drivers a false sense of safety compared to driving situations that constantly change. As a result, drivers may be more susceptible to distraction and inattention. Thus, while engaged in visual-manual tasks in car-following, the driver may potentially be less prepared for sudden changes, such as the lead vehicle braking.

The results in this study clearly show that drivers look more at the road ahead when an oncoming vehicle is present; this behavior was evident both in baseline driving and during visual-manual phone tasks. Furthermore, drivers have shorter off-road glances during the phone tasks, as demonstrated by MaxGD and %GD ≥ 2s being significantly lower when an oncoming vehicle is present. The effect of oncoming vehicles on drivers’ glance behavior is a novel finding which has not been demonstrated in previous studies. On rural roads (without a median barrier), drivers’ glance behavior is more sensitive to the presence of oncoming vehicles than to the presence of a lead vehicle. This is supported by the more general finding by Wierwille (1993a, 1993b) that traffic density influences glance behavior. The effects of lead and oncoming vehicle presence on glance behavior may have different explanations. First, an oncoming vehicle may be perceived as a more severe threat than a lead vehicle. Indeed, oncoming vehicles have a large relative velocity and collisions with oncoming vehicles are associated with a high crash severity (Björnstig, Björnstig, & Eriksson, 2008; Swedish Official Statistics., 2013). Second, oncoming vehicles show as a rapid motion in the drivers' visual field (especially if the traffic density is low), which may direct the driver's attention to the road. In fact, the driver’s peripheral vision is sensitive to movement (Baker & Braddick, 1985) and an oncoming vehicle might trigger the driver’s attention by a bottom-up mechanism (Engström et al., 2013). Third, it is possible that longer fixation times are required for oncoming vehicles than lead vehicles in order to estimate relative speed and direction. This possibility is supported by the results of a previous on-road experiment (Serafin, 1994).

Drivers’ glance behavior may be sensitive to weather conditions. Drivers exhibited shorter off-road glances in rainy weather than in clear weather. However, this result was not statistically significant and more data is needed to support this finding. Light condition may also influence off-road glance durations. However, the data set mainly comprised trips conducted in daylight, so it was not possible to assess the effect of light conditions on glance behavior. A recent driving simulator study showed that driving in rainy weather or dark conditions produces more and longer fixations on the road than driving in daylight during clear weather conditions (Konstantopoulos, Chapman, & Crundall, 2010). However, it is worth noting that the data set in the present study was collected during late spring in the Gothenburg region. There would be a much wider variation in weather (e.g., rain, snow, clear) and light conditions if data had covered a whole year.

Several previous studies on drivers’ eye glance behavior performed in driving simulators or on-road studies focused on highway driving. Tijerina et al. (2004) specifically studied car-following, while other studies did not specify the presence of other vehicles (Rockwell, 1988; Victor et al., 2005). Given that driving context varied in different studies, it is difficult to compare their results for glance behavior. Our results show examples of context variables that should be controlled for in future research to facilitate comparisons across studies.

4.2. Effect of driving speed on glance behavior

Another interesting and novel finding from this study is that speed does not influence the drivers’ glance behavior during baseline driving. However, drivers engaged in a phone task have longer off-road glances at lower speeds. This is especially evident for speeds below 20 km/h, while speeds above 20 km/h have more similar distributions for off-road glance durations, independent of speed. In baseline driving, most tasks can be performed using mainly short off-road glances. It is possible that glance duration below a certain threshold (e.g. 1 s) could be perceived as unproblematic independent of speed, in accordance with Wierwille’s model of time-sharing (1993a, 1993b). Also, the effect of speed on phone tasks is to be expected when considering the low driving demand for lane keeping and car heading at low speeds. On the other hand, speeds below 20 km/h are common in stop-and-go traffic, where the probability of a lead vehicle braking is quite high, although the crash severity is typically low in case of a crash. The results suggest that, at slow speeds, drivers prioritize the secondary task over monitoring potential hazards in the traffic environment. Future research, including larger datasets, should further investigate the influence of speed on drivers’ glance behavior to establish if this finding holds for a larger population.
4.3. Effect of phone tasks on glance behavior

Not surprisingly, the drivers spent less time looking at the road and had longer off-road glances while engaged in a visual-manual phone tasks compared to baseline driving, corroborating results from previous studies (Liang & Lee, 2010; Victor et al., 2005; Zhang, Smith, & Witt, 2006).

Among the phone tasks, there is a clear difference in the prevalence of long glances (as demonstrated by MaxGD and $\%GD \geq 2s$) as well as the glance frequency and total glance time. Previous simulator and on-road studies show that glance frequency, glance duration, and total glance time vary between various in-vehicle tasks (Dingus et al., 1989; Lansdown, 2001; Wierwille, 1993b). The total glance time for texting in this study is much longer than for any of the in-vehicle tasks investigated (including text entry) in previous experiments (Dingus et al., 1989; Wierwille, 1993b). This difference may be due to the naturalistic setup of this study. The off-road glance distributions in the present study for dialing, texting and reading differ mainly for glances longer than 1.5 s, corresponding to approximately the 75% ile glance duration. This is in agreement with studies indicating that the proportion of glances exceeding a certain threshold (e.g., 1.6 or 2 s) is more sensitive to the complexity of the task than to mean glance duration (Horrey & Wickens, 2007; Victor et al., 2005). The threshold of 1.5 s may be a more useful alternative to the 2 s threshold which may also vary depending on the driving task demand, secondary task demand, and individual differences (Wierwille 1993a, 1993b).

4.4. Sensitivity of different glance metrics

A central finding was that GF and glance metrics capturing long glances (MaxGD, $\%GD \geq 2s$) are the best metrics for distinguishing between different phone tasks. The long glance metrics are the most sensitive to driving contexts during visual-manual phone tasks. On the other hand, $\%EONR$ was more effective than the long glance metrics at distinguishing between different driving contexts in baseline driving. Consequently, $\%EONR$ may serve as a basic metric of visual allocation in all driving contexts, with or without secondary task involvement. However, the metrics capturing long glances and glance frequency may be more informative during visual-manual tasks. In this respect, the results presented in this paper agree with previous research regarding the sensitivity of different glance metrics for different tasks and driving contexts performed in simulator or on-road experiments (Victor et al., 2005).

4.5. Safety implication of different glance metrics

Sending a text message entails a higher proportion of long glances and a longer total glance time than dialing or reading. Texting is also associated with a considerably higher risk of crash and near-crash involvement than other visual-manual tasks (Olson et al., 2009). Our results suggest that this increased risk may be explained by the high proportion of long glances and the long total glance time (TGT). A long TGT has two implications for traffic safety. First, since these tasks take a long time to complete, the total time (exposure) dedicated to a single task can be fairly long, even if drivers perform this type of task less often than others (Wierwille & Tijerina, 1998). Second, it is possible that a driver becomes gradually less aware of the traffic environment while engaged in visual-manual task (Lansdown, 2001; Zwahlen et al., 1988). On the other hand, a recent study by Liang et al. (2012) has demonstrated that single glance duration is the most effective metric in naturalistic driving data for predicting crash risk, and considering glance history as well does not greatly increase the effectiveness, thus reducing the importance of TGT as a predictor for risk. This result from Liang et al. (2012) is in agreement with the model proposed by Horrey and Wickens (2007), in which crash risk is described as a function of the percentage of glance durations exceeding 1.6 s and the context variables describing the characteristics of the traffic situation.

4.6. Safety evaluation of visual-manual secondary tasks

Glance behavior during the three phone tasks can be related to the acceptance criteria in NHTSA design guidelines (NHTSA, 2013). From the results in Table 2 it is clear that more than half of the visual-manual phone tasks cannot be completed within a TGT less than 12 s, and most tasks have glance durations longer than two seconds. However, the NHTSA guidelines do not apply specifically to hand-held phone tasks, and the tasks specified in the guidelines are evaluated in a driving simulator in a specific driving context rather than in a naturalistic setting.

The results from the present study highlight the need to take driving context into account when evaluating visual distraction due to different secondary tasks, including in-vehicle user interfaces, since the crash/near-crash risk of different phone tasks vary with driving task demand (Fitch, Hanowski, & Guo, 2014b). One way to control for context is to describe a specific driving scenario, as in the NHTSA design guidelines (NHTSA, 2013). However, when evaluating the distracting effect of secondary tasks, it might be necessary to account for different driving contexts, since what can be considered safe glance behavior depends on the driving task demand. Evaluating secondary tasks in several different driving contexts is potentially important, since drivers do perform secondary tasks in varying situations. Further research exploring how different glance metrics influence crash risk could also improve future design guidelines. This would in turn promote the development of user interfaces and driver support functions that perform well from a real-life safety perspective.
4.7. Implications for distraction detection algorithms and countermeasures

Several studies, such as Kircher, Ahlström, and Kircher (2009) and Victor (2010), have proposed distraction detection algorithms based on drivers’ eye glance behavior. The present study shows that driving context variables such as curvature and the presence of other vehicles should be added to existing algorithms, to improve the detection and assessment of visual distraction. For instance, glances longer than 2 s may impose a much lower crash risk while driving on a motorway without a lead vehicle present, than while following a lead vehicle with short time headway in high-density traffic or when negotiating a sharp curve. Furthermore, the modest influence of driving speed on off-road glance duration may also have some implications for the development of future algorithms. Some of the existing algorithms only assess driver distraction above a certain speed, such as 40 or 50 km/h (Kircher et al., 2009; Victor, 2010). The results suggest that it might not be necessary to take a speed dependency into account, thus enabling algorithms to include a larger range of driving conditions.

Detecting driver distraction from glance behavior and driving context could significantly improve current driver support systems. For instance, a forward collision warning could be more sensitive (i.e. warn earlier) if the driver is engaged in a visual-manual task. A prerequisite for such a system would be a reliable measurement and assessment of both the driver’s on/off-road glances and the road environment. Driver post-drive feedback, or real-time feedback about their glance behavior (Lee et al., 2013), is another type of driver support system that could benefit from the inclusion of the context variables in this study.

Legislation and driving education are other safety countermeasures which may take advantage of the results presented in this study. For instance, phone interaction could be prohibited on certain road areas (e.g., curved stretches of road or approaches to traffic lights in unexpected locations) where the driver would be most likely to face difficulties while multitasking. These data were collected in Sweden, where there is no legislation against mobile phone use while driving. It is possible that a ban (full or conditional) would affect mobile phone use while driving (McCartt, Hellinga, Strouse, & Farmer, 2010). In addition, driver education could include making new drivers aware of safe glance behavior in different driving contexts.

4.8. Strengths and limitations of naturalistic driving data

The main advantage of using naturalistic driving data for the analysis of driver behavior is that the collected data shows genuine driver behavior, without the influence of artificial environments, experimenters, or experimental protocols which are to be expected in simulators or test tracks. There are, however, limitations to the use of naturalistic data and the present study that are worth mentioning. Naturalistic data is often geographically and demographically biased. In this study the participant sample was biased, as the primary drivers were mainly males, 35–65 years of age. However, the fact that other members of the household also drove the cars made the driving data somewhat more representative of the driving population. In addition, all the data was collected in one Scandinavian city. The present study has taken phone task and driving context into account for a group of individuals that can be considered experienced drivers. Since there are many drivers in a dataset of limited size, the results should be interpreted as valid for experienced drivers in general. The data available for each driver is, however, too limited to study individual differences. Previous studies show that drivers’ glance behavior differs for novice and experienced drivers (Wikman, Nieminen, & Summala, 1998), for drivers’ age (Dukic, Hanson, & Falkmer, 2006), and that some individuals are consistently “long glancers” (Broström, Ljung Aust, Wahlberg, & Källgren, 2013). Even though video coding may currently be more reliable than eye tracker data in naturalistic driving studies (Ahlström, Victor, Wege, & Steinmetz, 2012), it has some limitations worth noting. First, the coding is based on video recordings at 10 Hz, providing a 0.1 s resolution which potentially biases short glances. Second, it is not possible to establish precisely when fixations on the phone end and a saccade back to the road begins. In some cases, part of the transition time from the phone to the road may be included in off-road glance duration. This means that the coded off-road glance duration in this study may be slightly longer than the formulated ISO standard definition of a glance (ISO, 2002). Third, all coding were performed by a single person, and inter-rater reliability is an important methodological issue. However, since Smith, Chang, Glassco, Foley, and Cohen (2005) found that raters agree most of the time when coding eyes on- or off-road from video-recorded data, it is reasonable to assume that other analysts trained in performing video-based coding would obtain similar results. It is, however, recommended to have several coders to check for inter-rater reliability, and to manage the work load of analyzing larger datasets. A larger dataset would increase the number of tasks available for analysis, and increase the confidence in the statistical tests. In particular, texting tasks were quite rare, only present on 12 occasions.

The selection of baseline driving segments has implications for the analysis. In this study, baseline segments consisted of 30 s prior to each phone task in order to achieve a baseline sample that was matched to the phone tasks (same drivers and similar driving context). The rationale for this choice was also that the baseline would represent normal driving including occasional secondary task engagement (except for phone tasks). It is, however, worth noting that reaching for the phone was generally included in the baseline segments. Therefore, reaching for an object is likely overrepresented in the baseline segments in comparison to driving in general. However, the reaching tasks did in most cases involve a short single glance just before picking up the phone. One alternative is to select baseline segments from driving that occurred before the drivers reached for the phone to perform a visual-manual phone task, as in Fitch et al. (2013), where reaching tasks generally had low TGT. This alternative approach would have increased %EOR and decreased GF in 30 s baseline segments slightly, presenting even larger differences between phone tasks and baseline segments. Excluding the reaching task from baseline is not
obvious and require a more complex selection of the baseline segments since the driver sometimes performs the visual-manual tasks right after picking up the phone, and sometimes the driver picks up the phone and then wait for a good opportunity to perform the task.

4.9. Future research: the role of self-regulation on driver distraction

This paper demonstrates that driving context affects glance behavior both during normal driving and while drivers are engaged in dialing, texting, or reading on a mobile phone. A following question is whether glance behavior is affected similarly by context under the two driving conditions. In other words, are secondary tasks more distracting in more complex driving contexts? Although this question goes beyond the scope of this study, the results may provide some insights. In fact, a comparison of the dashed and solid curves in Fig. 1 according to their color demonstrates the effect of secondary task engagement in more or less complex driving contexts. For instance, in Fig. 1c comparing the gray dashed and solid lines shows the effect of a phone task while turning, and the difference between the corresponding black lines shows the effect of a phone task while driving straight. The dashed lines in Fig. 1c are overlapping whereas the solid gray line is shifted more to the right than the black line, indicating clearly that the effect of a secondary task on glance behavior is higher when not turning. The same visual exercise in Fig. 1d–f may indeed suggest to the reader that the less complex the context, the more the glance distribution shifts toward longer glances away from the road during the phone tasks. If statistically proved in future studies, this result can be linked to the results in Fig. 1g–h, which show that the lower the speed the longer the glances away from the road are during the phone tasks. In fact, a less dangerous situation (lower speed or less complex context) may result in the driver allowing for more distraction. In other words, drivers may self-regulate their behavior and be less prone to distraction in more demanding driving situations.

Future studies should also determine the extent to which drivers plan for secondary tasks (e.g. by choosing a specific driving context to initiate a secondary task), which factors promote or trigger the decision to engage in secondary tasks, or if drivers compensate for secondary tasks as indicated in a few naturalistic driving studies (Fitch, Grove, Hanowski, & Perez, 2014a; Fitch et al., 2014b; Funkhouser & Sayer, 2012). If drivers decide to engage in secondary tasks only in specific contexts, then this decision-making should be taken into account to determine the influence of secondary tasks on driving, including crash risk. Currently, normal driving is extracted from naturalistic data by randomly picking baseline epochs, with the possible exclusion of standstills (Dingus et al., 2006; Klauer et al., 2006; Olson et al., 2009). However, if secondary tasks do happen in specific contexts, a fair comparison would require the normal driving sequences to be matched to secondary task sequences according to context. The same principle holds for design guidelines, which should test a secondary task in the most probable scenario.

5. Conclusions

Drivers adapt their glance behavior to the driving context, both during baseline driving and while attending to visual-manual phone tasks. Drivers spend more time looking at the road, and have a lower proportion of long off-road glances when turning, and when other vehicles are present. Drivers’ glance behavior is more sensitive to turning maneuvers or the presence of oncoming vehicles than to the presence of a lead vehicle. Interestingly, driving speed did not influence glance behavior during baseline driving, although it had a clear influence during phone tasks. Of the three phone tasks, texting resulted in a higher proportion of long glances and a much longer total glance time than dialing or reading.

All the investigated glance metrics can distinguish between phone tasks and baseline driving. The glance metrics capturing long glances (MaxGD and %GD ≥ 2s) are the best at distinguishing between tasks and driving contexts during visual-manual phone tasks. %EONR, in contrast, is more effective for distinguishing between different driving contexts in baseline driving. These results prove that several glance metrics and context variables are necessary to reliably assess drivers’ visual distraction.

Future studies should include driving context variables in order to facilitate comparison of glance behavior across studies. Existing distraction detection algorithms could benefit from including context variables, not only to improve the detection of driver distraction, but also to assess the level of visual distraction. Enhanced distraction detection algorithms could significantly improve driver support systems. For instance, the sensitivity of a forward collision warning can be adjusted depending on glance behavior in relation to the context.

Further research is needed to improve our understanding of how drivers adapt their glance behavior to different driving contexts and the extent to which this adaptation controls for or facilitates distraction. Such knowledge should be included in driver models to support future distraction detection algorithms, driver support functions, and to inform the design of guidelines to evaluate distraction from secondary tasks.
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